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ORIGIN OF THE ACANTHUS MOTIVE AND EGG-AND-DART
MOULDING.*

I.

INGE the publication of my
last Paper I have to thank

my friend Dr. H. Colley
March, of Rochdale, Eng-
land, for the great favor

he has done me in bring-

ing to my notice the researches of

Dr. Hjalmar Stolpe, of Stockholm, on
the pattern ornament of the Hervey
Islands in the South Pacific.!
The ornamental system of the Her-

vey Islands, which is most easily
known through the curious ceremonial
axes to be seen in various museums,
among others the Natural History
Museum of New York, offers the only
geometric patterns which ever oc-

casioned me serious disquietude as to

the belief which I have reached

through the study of Greek ornament,
that geometric patterns made for

purely decorative purposes are abso-

lutely foreign to the nature of primi-
tive and prehistoric man. Since I

have become acquainted through Dr.

March's kindness with Professor

Stolpe's proof that the " K pattern
"
of

the Hervey Islands is derived from a

series of human figures having magical
and religious significance, and with
Professor Stolpe's convictions that
natural forms imitated for magical or

symbolic purpose are generally the

basis of linear patterns in the Pacific

ornamental systems I have no hesita-

tion in saying that the lotiform origin,
historic continuity, and traditional

repetition of the system of patterns
with which I am dealing will soon
cease to be a matter of doubt with

every well-informed person.
Before continuing the argument of

my last Paper, let me say, therefore,
that I am gradually moving toward a

demonstration for the historic con-

tinuity of the meander pattern (so-
called Greek fret) wherever it is found,
and that this demonstration will ulti-

mately revolutionize the study of

American antiquities and of the

Asiatic cultures as related to them.
On the general subject of the magi-

cal uses and realistic beginning of

primitive art I wish also to call atten-

tion to a recent article in the Popular
Science Monthly (April, 1894, "The
Origin of Art.") This announcement

by M. Lazar Popoff is the first which I

have seen of a conviction which I had

independently reached by quite an-

other line of study, regarding the

magical purpose of the now famous

drawings of the cave men of Palaeo-

lithic Europe.

* Being the Fifth Paper of a series on the Evolution of Classic Ornament from the Egyptian lotus.

f" Evolution in the Ornamental Art of Savaee Peoples; Ethnographical Researches, by Dr. Hjalmar Stolpe, of

Stockholm," translated by Mrs. H. C. March. [Reprinted from the " Transactions of the Rochdale Literary and
Scientific Society. "J
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II.

Before taking up the egg-and-dart
moulding and its related motives it is

necessary to continue the argument for
which my last Paper on the anthemion
furnished the necessary basis, by show-

stated. It only needs to be illus-

trated.

I will first notice the distinction be-
tween isolated scroll or spiral orna-

ments, and the continuous spiral scroll.

By the continuous spiral scroll I under-
stand a motive like that on the bronze

Prehistoric Swedish bronze axe. Continuous spiral scroll.

ing that this argument involves the axe herewith from Sweden. This con-
unity and lotiform origin of all classic tinuous spiral scroll is very rare in early
spiral and scroll ornament. The Greek art, but very common in the art of
spread and expansion of spiral orna- the "

Mycenae culture," which I believe,
ment from its original home and centre with others, not to have been Greek. In
is a distinct question. That the spirals place of the continuous spiral scroll in
and scrolls of modern Europe are early Greek art we find the meander and
derived from the Greek, that the spirals the guilloche, both of which are mainly,
of prehistoric Europe are derived from perhaps entirely, unknown to the art of

Egyptian, that the spirals of the Malay the "
Mycenae culture

"
as so far dis-

Archipelago are derived from India and covered to us.

these again from Mohammedan and
. Considering by contrast with these

these again from Byzantine, that the above-named motives the scattering or

spirals of modern Alaska or the Aleu- isolated Greek scrolls and spirals it is

tian Islands can be traced to the Yakoots clear that the expert who observes them
of Eastern Siberia and these again to all to be variants of Ionic forms or of
the Buddhists of India and Thibet, anthemions has observed them all to
or the Mohammedans of Turkestan lotuses, according the demonstration,
and Mongolia these are facts whose in my last Paper, for the original iden-
demonstration has little or nothing to tity, as regards derivation, of the Ionic
do with the question of original evolu- capital with the anthemion.
tion. We must now therefore observe the
For the time being I will confine far-reaching consequence of this iden-

myself to Greek art and to the propos- tification of the Ionic capital with the
ition that all the spirals and scrolls of anthemion. It obliges us first to con-
Greek art are lotuses in origin. The cede to be lotuses all the Ionic forms
demonstration for a very large series is of surface ornament in general which
a very easy one. It consists in an correspond to the demonstration

appeal to the expert in Greek orna- already given for the Ionic capital,
ment to verify the fact that all the Because the demonstration for the an-

isolated or disconnected spirals and themion includes surface ornaments as

scrolls of Greek art, as distinct from well as architectural members (for the
the "

Mycenae
"

continuous spiral anthemion is found in both characters),
scroll, are simply variants of the Ionic therefore the argument at large is now
form and of the anthemion. As we transferred from architectural members
have already proven the Ionic form to surface ornaments, for the Ionic form
and the anthemion to be lotuses the as well as the anthemion.- In other

resulting conclusion need scarcely be words, we begin now to consider the

Vol. IV. 1. 7.
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Ionic forms which are not capitals.
For instance, if the Ionic capital of

Mashnaka, herewith in text-cut,
be a lotus, according to the same
demonstration we must include

the detail No. 18 on page 91. If

the survival of the central sepal spike
fixes the lotiform derivation of the

Assyrian and Etruscan Ionic capitals
herewith in text-cut, it also fixes the

lotiform derivation of the pottery orna-

ments on Melian vases like Nos. 4, 5,

12 of page 91. If we admit the Cypri-
ote lotus flower to our argument for the

Ionic capital we cannot exclude the

Rhodian derivatives of page 91, Nos.

14, 16. Compare
in text-cut.

the Cypriote detail

Finally, when we consider the curious
varieties of the Proto-Ionic form which
I have collected on page 91, noticing
that some are amulets, some pottery
details, some decorative details in carv-

ings, and some capitals or steles it is

quite clear that the Ionic capital is only
one instance of a larger, more compre-
hensive fact in the history of the
volute.

It is when we turn to the anthemion

itself, however, that the really tremen-
dous significance of our demonstration
of the last Paper begins to dawn upon
us, as regards the volute and spiral in

Greek art. Consider how endless are the
variants of its anthemions. Although
the anthemion also appears like the
Ionic capital, as an architectural
terminal ornament or even as a sup-
port, when some forms are considered,
its variants and types in surface orna-
ment will outnumber the phases of the
Ionic form proper, ten thousand to one.
In nearly all these types and variants
the volute appears ; wherever it ap-
pears in all these types and variants
the one demonstration holds.

In considering these variants I think

we ought first to distinguish between
those which appear in the earlier works
of Greek art, and which are due gen-
erally to the original distinction as to

individuality and character between a

Greek and an Egyptian or which are
due especially to the transfer of the
motive from hard material to brush
work on pottery and those variants
which are due to the general historic

movement in Greek art, from the sim-

ple to the complex, from the primitive
and symbolic to the ornate, highly
elaborated and purely decorative mo-
tives.

Egyptian types.

In speaking of the former class we
shall do well again to return first to
the Egyptian originals and notice what
amount of variation they exhibit. In

Phenician types.

the Egyptian types of the lotus pal-
mette, whose derivation from a com-
bination of lotus and rosette has been
explained and illustrated in my last

Paper, we shall notice a certain sever-

ity of outline and formalism of treat-

ment, whether in hard material like a

porcelain amulet, in jewelry, or in

fresco. The types herewith above, are

Cypriote and Persian types.

mainly reminders or repetitions of those

already illustrated. In the Oriental

(Assyrian or Phenician) copies of these
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VARIANTS 01 THE IONIC FORM, ARRANGED TO SHOW THE IDENTITY OF THE IONIC CAPITAL WITH THE SAME
FORM IN AMULETS AND DECORATIVE DETAILS. i, Cypriote capital. 2, Cypriote pillar capital. 3, Cypriote pillar
capital. 4, Mehan pottery. 5, Melian pottery. 6, Detail of a Greek mirror handle. 7, Syrian capital. 8, Assyrian
ivory detail. 9, Egyptian fresco motive (i8th Dyn.). 10, Etruscan Ionic capital, n, Ionic capital, Macedonia.
12, Melian pottery. 13, Assyrian ivory detail (Egypto-Phenician). 14, Rhodian pottery detail. 15, Jewish capital.
16, Rhodian pottery. 17, Early Athenian capital. 18, Greek furniture detail, from pottery.
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motives we notice the same character.

The extreme limit in the direction of

free and graceful variation reached by
Oriental art, is denoted by an Assyrian
fresco motive herewith.

Assyrian types.

We shall do well to consider first

among our Greek motives those which
adhere most closely to the Oriental

type. In Cypriote Greek art,

as is natural, we find the closest

exact repetitions of the Egyp-
tian type, for instance in the

tendrils between the upper
scrolls of the Cypriote pillar

capital herewith. The same
lotus palmette on a tendril is

occasionally found in early
Italian art, probably derived
from the Cypriote. Let us add
now some of the Greek pottery
motives which have the closest

relation to the originals on
metal or other hard material,
for it is clear that imported
works in metal first carried the
lotus palmette to Greece and

Italy (text-cuts below).

From the point indicated by these
normal forms on pottery (meaning by
normal forms those types in which the
two original divisions of the lotus

palmette, viz., demi-rosette and lotus

volutes, are about evenly balanced, and
which are consequently normal to the

original type), the Greek anthemion
moves in two directions either toward

types in which the palmette predomin-
ates and occasionally appears without

any volutes whatever, or toward types
in which the spiral is the dominant
member and also occasionally the sole

survivor.

Still another class of anthemion vari-

ants is that in which one spiral of the

Cypriote pillar capital on which appear lotus palmettes on tendrils.,

(Ohnefalsch-Richter.)

3 4

Early Greek anthemions, normal types. i, 2, 3, Pottery design taken from metal. 4, Design on metal.

Greek pottery types, arranged to illustrate contrasts of development for palmette and spiral.
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\

93

VARIANTS OF THE ANTHEMION, ARRANGED TO CONTRAST PRIMITIVE WITH LATER DECORATIVE FORMS. i, Late
Greek stone carving, Macedonia. 2, Assyrian ivory detail (Egypto-Phenician). 3, Primitive Greco-Etruscan or Phe.
mcian, Regulini Galass>i tomb, bronze repousse. 4, Egyptian amulet (comoare Fourth Paper, page 286). 5, Cypriote
pottery (Sacred Tree). 6, jihodian pottery. 7, Late Greek stone carving, Macedonia. _8, Greek stone carving, Sicily.

"x, with9, Incised bronze, Greco-Etruscan,
upturned spirals ; from Tiryns.

10, Primite Etruscan Ionic capita). Early Greek terra-cotta antefh
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normal form is inverted to produce a page 93, No. u and page 94, No. 6.

scroll (see cut). These cases of the Among all these phases of the an-

themion, the most constantly repeated
anc^ most familiar is the type found
on Greek vases alternating with lotus

buds or lotus trefoils.

Spiral scroll, Melian pottery.

scattering or isolated scroll are confined

to the archaic Greek vases and are not

very common on them. The general
survival in these cases of the palmette
filling is sufficient proof of the palmette

Melian types of the scroll and spiral.

lotiform origin. One way in which
such an inversion might originate is

suggested by the arrangement herewith
of Melian doubled lotuses repeated
from my last Paper.
The alternating inversion of one lotus

volute is, however, a constant appear-
ance in the Egyptian lotus spirals and
the suggestion for the inversion of one
volute of the anthemion was probably
hence obtained, as the Greeks in Egypt
must have been in daily contact with
this pattern (text cut herewith).

Egyptian type of the lotus spiral.

Still another phase of anthemion
variation is that shown on page 95, by
Nos. 4, 5 and 10, and in larger detail

on page 275 of my last Paper. I should
add that the appearance on this plate

(page 95) of two phases of the guil-

loche, although combined with lotus

buds and lotus palmettes, is premature
as far as my present argument is con-
cerned. (Nos. 2 and 7.)

I must finally call attention to those
anthemion variants in which both vol-

utes are inverted and turned upward-

Greek pottery types of lotus trefoils and anthemions.

As time went on most of the primi-
tive forms enumerated were trans-

formed and elaborated by decorative

foliaged details. The type of the fifth

century B. C. in stone carving is easily

distinguished from that of the fourth

or third, and 1 have arranged the de-

tails of pages 97 and 98 'to illustrate

the general movement from simplicity
to elaboration.

The first appearance of such foliage
detail known to me is at the base of

the anthemions of the Erechtheium.
For the decorative transformations of

the lotus itself in Alexandrine art and
in the Roman art derived from it, a

fine indication is furnished by the illus-

tration of page 99. In this case the

anthemion itself preserves a more defi-

nitely primitive form and assists us to

specify the origin of the intermediate

foliate detail. The student is often

assisted in this way in specification of

more remote forms by the associated

survival of others more easily defined

or by the association of two forms, both
remote but both specified by the asso-
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VARIANTS OF THE ANTHEMION ARRANGED TO SHOW CONTRAST OF LATK AND EARLY FORMS. i, Early Rhoiian
vase, from Salzmann

; anthemions, normal lotuses and buds. 2, Late carved anthemions from Macedonia.
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Greco-Roman anthemion and foliated lotus. Leaf-and-dart border below. Lateran Museum.

elation. For example, in the Hindoo
pottery motive herewith we might pos-
sibly be doubtful either of the bud or

Hindoo pottery motive.
,
Ionic lotus and buds.

of the lotus were the forms separated,
but the traditional association makes
us certain of both. On the other hand,
in late antiquity and still later time we

Survivals of primitive types in late Greek and Greco-

Roman design. From stone carving and terra-cotta.

constantly meet with survivals of quite
primitive forms, as witness the text-

cuts herewith representing late Greek
and Greco-Roman forms.

III.

By the foregoing illustrations and
text I have mainly wished to indicate
one cardinal fact, viz.: That in Greek
art the isolated volute or scroll is always
a lotus, and demonstrably so by atten-
tion to the types of Ionic form and an-

themion, because there are no isolated
or scattering volutes which are not

demonstrably Ionic or anthemion vari-

ants. The question now rises, does
the continuous spiral scroll of ancient
art also come within the evolutions of

the lotus. This question is complicated
by the fact that the continuous spiral
scroll was not originally native to

Greek art. It appears in forms which
are apparently purely linear in Egyp-
tian art, in the art of the "

Mycenae
Culture

" and in that of prehistoric

Europe of the Bronze Age. We shall

find it advisable to consider the prob-
lem of the continuous spiral scroll in

connection with that of the meander

pattern or " Greek fret," and of con-

centric rings, and before these motives

can be accounted for we shall be obliged
to illustrate certain curious facts re-

garding the originally magical and tal-

ismanic use of the motives so far

debated.
These facts are reserved for a separ-

ate Paper which will precede and lead

up to another on the meander and the

continuous spiral scroll, and I shall now
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turn to the topic of the egg-and-dart
moulding and its variants, among
which the leaf-and-dart, also known as

the leaf-and-tongue, is the most
familiar. The egg moulding is now in

Egg-and-dart moulding.

such universal use wherever European
civilization has penetrated, and is so

well known to be derived from Greek
art wherever it is found, that the
demonstration of its at once realistic

and tahsmanic origin has far-reaching
significance.

This demonstration is moreover one
of almost amusing simplicity. A few
moments' attention to those forms of

the lotus border in flat and painted
decoration which are most familiar

to the student of patterns in

Egyptian and early Greek use, is all

that is needed to produce conviction.
I have never met either an expert or a

layman who did. not instantly concede
the demonstration which inverts the
lotus border and then shows the result

in a carved pattern, of incising the tre-

foil lotus flower. My adverse critics

have wisely avoided debating this de-
monstration and those who have cast

wholesale ridicule on the conclusions
of the Lotus Grammar have found it

convenient not to mention the subject.
I need not say that the enormous

expense to my various publishers of

getting out the absolutely necessary
illustration has caused me throughout
my publications to avoid the republi-
cation of the better known and univer-

sally recognized lotus patterns better

known, that is, to students of ancient
art and universally recognized by Egyp-
tological experts. The constant repeti-
tions of these patterns, although well
known to some, cannot however be

familiar to those who are novices in

the history of ancient art, and yet it is

also among these novices that I am
looking for converts and believers.

The Ethnologist, the Anthropologist,
the partisan of evolution in Natural

History, the student of Psychology as

founded on the comparative study of

barbaric and primitive man, the His-

torian of civilization these are among
the persons who are most accessible to

an argument for the evolution of pat-
terns from natural forms, most accessi-

ble to the proposition that decorative
art as such was unknown to primitive

antiquity, to the proposition that the

primitive mind more easily creates a

picture than an abstract geometric form,
to the proposition that the man in a

frock coat and pantaloons who amuses
himself by drawing diagrams with his

cane on the sand at the sea side is a

different being from the Zuni who sees

a magical formula in every painted line

of his pottery.
Therefore I would urge on the reader

of these pages, if unfamiliar with pub-
lications on ancient art, to compare my
single text-cut herewith for the com-

Typical Egyptian border of buds and lotuses. From a
tomb pattern in color.

monest of all Egyptian lotus borders,
with the plates of Owen Jones' "Gram-
mar of Ornament," or, Pnsse d'Aven-
nes' Histoire de VArt Egyptien in order
to appreciate their great number and
constant repetitions. For Assyrian art,

which borrowed and repeated this pat-

Typical Assyrian border of buds and lotuses. Detail fiom
stone carving.
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tern ad infinitum, let my one text-cut

here entered suggest a reference to the

plates of Layard, or the illustrations of

Perrot. For the ordinary Assyrian lotus

border as borrowed from Egypt see also

p. 279 of my last Paper. For Hindoo
art let my single text-cut suggest count-

Typical Hindoo border of buds and lotuses. Detail from

pottery.

less other illustrations accessible in

Birdwood's "Industrial Artsof India," in

Fergusson, or in the "Archaeological

Survey of Southern India." Japan and
China will occasionally furnish types
of the same familiar pattern. The pot-

tery of the Saracens in all periods, of

Renaissance border of anthemions and lotuses.

stone carving.

From

modern Morocco and of modern Spain,
is full of it. Here and there you will

find it in the stone carvings of the Mid-
dle Age. In Renaissance decoration its

appearance is frequent.
It is surely significant that side by

side with this continuance of the fami-

liar and easily recognized lotus border
in flat decoration there is to be found

V

another motive in projected carving
whose connection with it was forgotten
at least as early as the fifth century
B. C. and whose derivation from ft

is a mathematical certainty notwith-

standing.
The egg-and-dart moulding as such

is unknown to Egyptian patterns, a
fact explained by the almost entire ab-
sence in Egyptian art of carved or
incised lotus borders of any kind, the

preference for flat ornament in color

being the rule. Stone-carved patterns
of any kind in Egyptian art are quite

Lotus trefoils in bronze repousse from Olympia. Motive

producing the egg-and-dart when inverted.

rare befofe the Ptolemaic period.
In Greek art the absence of pat-
terns in projected carving is also a

general rule down to the time of

the Erechtheium. In Greek art also

color decoration on flat surfaces was
the rule in architecture for earlier

periods. We have an instance on

the Doric capital herewith of the

Doric capital from ^igina the original leaf-and-dart was
in color.

Detail from the Erechtheium. Egg-and-dart and ieaf-and-dart borders above anthemions.
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pattern in color which produces the the failure of science to specify

egg-and-dart moulding when it is in- this fact has resulted in oversight of

cised, and we know this flat color pat- obvious connections between the types
tern to have been very frequent in of Egyptian ornament and the forms in

earlier Greek art. nature of the blue and white Nymphaeas,

Ancient Persian egg-and-dart moulding. Greek derivative.

Our obvious proof for the relation of

the egg-and-dart to the lotus is, how-

ever, derived from those lotus borders

of Greek vases which are especially
numerous on the pottery from the

Greek Colony of Naukratis in the Nile

Delta and on the pottery of Rhodes

(see page 103).

Concerning these Greek borders in

flat decoration three things have now
to be observed the frequent alterna-

tion with lotus buds, the frequent in-

version of the border, and the frequent
conventional reduction of the lotus to

a trefoil form (page 103, Nos. i to 6

inclusive).
I have already pointed out in my

third Paper* that the "Rose Lotus"
did not find a place in the

typical ornament of Egypt, that

*ARCHITECTITRAL RECORD for December, i8c

more explicitly in the " Grammar ot the Lotus.'
Much

and that the most conspicuous instance
of such connection lies in the " three-

spiked" appearance of Egyptian lotuses
as found in ornament, and as copying
from nature the four calyx leaves of the
natural flowers, and hence showing
three in side view.*

If we now examine the fragments of
Greek pottery on page 103 we shall find

a survival of the petals on two of the
details (Nos. 2 and 3) and a simplified
conventional reduction to the trefoil

form of the calyx leaves in the others

(Nos. i and 4).
We will next consider the matter of

the frequent inversion of the lotus bor-
der in Egyptian and in Greek art. In
both cases the inversion is a frequently
necessary decorative expedient. Where
the border runs under the line of a
tomb ceiling as frequently in Egyptian
art, the line of the ceiling, that is the

top of the wall, is the natural line of

*Pages 156 to i5i inclusive, Number for December, 1893.

Typical Egyptian lotuses showing the type of the Nymphaeas and illustrating the three-spiked form as origin
of the trefoil.
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IS;

10 11

EVOLUTION OF THE EGG-AND-DART MOULDING. Illustrated by details from Greek pottery and Naukratic stone

carving. i, 3, 4, Greek pottery, Naukratis. 2, n, Greek pottery, Rhodes. 6, Italian painted terra-cotta. 5, 7, o, 10,

12, Greek stone carving, Naukratis. 8, Typical egg-and-dart moulding (late Persian). Nos. 7, 9 and 10, 12 are dupli-
cates, alternately erect and inverted.
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Cypriote pottery lotuses illustrating the evolution of the
trefoil from the type of the Nymphaeas.

Detail from the Erechtheium
mouldings.

attachment for the bases of flower and

bud, therefore the border is inverted.

In Greek vases, for instance, in the

Rhodian vase, No. 8 of page 103, the bor-

der is inverted at the neck of the vase

Egyptian lotus trefoil.

because the decorative lines thus widen
to correspond with the expansion of

the vase. For the same reason the

border is erect at the foot of the vase.

We will finally notice once more the

alternation of the buds in these lotus

borders because these explain the rudi-

mentary survivals of incisions on the

so-called leaves of the so-called leaf-

and-dart mouldings of the Erechtheium
or the painted lines coming to a point
on the Italian color border of page 103,
No. 6. On the carved lotus trefoils of

Naukratis the bud is still seen in pal-

pable form (p. 103 and p. 104).
It is the inversion of the border

which obscures its origin ;
all that is

needed to understand this origin is the

habit of looking at lotuses upside down.
In its logical element the egg of the

egg-and-dart is simply a semi-oval

space between two lotuses, the dart is

simply the central calyx leaf of the
three which make the trefoil. As soon
as the trefoil is incised by carving, the

necessary result is a series of rounded
semi-oval or leaf-shaped projections,
between which are the darts or tongues.
On the semi-oval or leaf-shaped pro-

jections occasionally appear the

Details from Naukratis shown both erect and reversed and
compared with an egg-and-dart moulding.

reminiscences of the intervening buds
as on the Erechtheium leaf-and-dart

moulding. As the Erechtheium mould-

ing shows both the form of the "egg"
1

and the form of the "
leaf

"
it is easy

here to see that the "leaf"' is only a
variant which results from giving a

bend to the curve of the side of the
lotus. Interesting variants belonging to

a more elaborately decorative stage of
ancient ornament are seen on Roman
frieze motives of the page opposite.
The egg-and-dart of the lower frieze

is interesting on account of the com-

plete obliteration of the starting point
of the motive. In the upper decorative
border of this frieze we have a variant
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i. GRECO-ROMAN FRIEZE. LATERAN MUSEUM. On the upper border an incipient egg-and-dart motive, lotus trefoils,
not inverted. On the lower border variant of the leaf-and-dart, with small lotuses inserted in intermediate spaces.

2. GRECO-ROMAN FRIEZE, LATERAN MUSEUM. On the upper border an elaborated variant

derived from the motive above. On the lower border the typical egg-and-dart.

Vol. IV. 1. 8.

>f the leaf-and-dart,
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Cypriote Greek vases in the New York Museum, with lotus borders suggesting the evolution of the egg-and-dart.

of the leaf-and-dart in which a small

lotus takes the place of the dart. Such
variants are to be understood as after-

thoughts quite independent of the

earlier evolution, as far as the small

lotuses in the intervening spaces are

concerned. In the lower border of the

upper frieze an erect lotus takes the

place of the " leaf." The upper border

gives an instance of low relief incision

of an erect lotus border with interven-

ing incisions reminiscent of buds, the

whole showing an incipient stage of the

egg-and-dart moulding when the lotus

border is not inverted.

1 was first put on the track of this

egg-and-dart evolution by two Cypriote
vases in the Metropolitan Museum,
still to be seen in the cases. One of

them exhibits a rude lotus border and

Sketch from the lotus border on a Cypriote vase herewith.
See above.

intervening buds
;
the other shows the

same pattern duplicated by the attach-

ment of a reversed pattern to the one

which is erect. This duplication is an

isolated case. I have never seen

another, but the egg-shaped ovals are

so clear on this vase that I took the

hint and worked the problem out by
recourse to the fragments of stone carv-

ing from Naukratis which had then

just been published (page 103).

IV.

There is an interesting counterpart
to this evolution in Egyptian art, viz.,

the chevron. The evolution of the

Egyptian chevron pattern is illustrated

on page 107, first by a Phenician votive

tablet of sun and moon worship from

Carthage which copies rudely the Egyp-
tian pattern. If the reader will turn

this illustration upside down he will

perceive a rude series of lotus trefoils,
or rather triangles, with rudiments of

buds on the intervening triangular

spaces, roughly indicated by lines

meeting at an angle. The step trom
this stage to a series of chevrons pure
and simple was an easy one.

The pattern of simplified lotus trefoils

made with straight lines is a very com-
mon one on mummy cases. Various

Inverted lotus trefoils as origin of the chevron pattern
From mummy case in Turin. Author's sketch.

stages of "
degradation

"
of the patterns

by which it merges into a series of

chevrons are common on the same
class of monuments. On the Egyptian
pictures of Egyptian vases the chevron

pattern thus derived is very common
and it still survives on the Egyptian
water jars used on the Cook steamers

on the Nile and elsewhere commonly
used in Egypt. The first thing which
I noticed in the first Egyptian hotel I
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ever entered (at Ismailia) was this

survival of the chevron pattern on a

modern water jar. It also survives on

the Kabyle pottery of North Africa

(Boston and National Museums), and
in other African ornament it is the

most commonly repeated motive.

In the prehistoric period it traveled

all over Europe and forms one of the

four typical patterns of the European
prehistoric Bronze Age the otheis

being also Egyptian in origin viz.:

concentric rings, the continuous spiral

scroll, the meander and lines of pot-
hooks (derived from lines of geese).

I am far from supposing that a

chevron pattern might not be derived

also from other sources, but the historic

continuity and original unity of the

chevron pattern in prehistoric Europe
are easily demonstrated. How far it

traveled outside of Europe we can de-

bate more easily after the meander has

been considered, but there is no doubt
that the European and Egyptian
chevron can be traced through and

beyond India at least as far as the

farthest confines of the Malay archi-

pelago. Should any one consider

this fact surprising, I will suggest
that it is not more surprising than

the similar survival and present
diffusion of the egg-and-dart mould-

ing itself, its transfer from ancient

Greece to modern Europe and from
modern Europe to modern America.
The spread of Greek culture explains
the one, the spread of Arab Moham-
medan culture as derived from Byzan-
tine and Sassanian explains the other.

To return for a moment to the

original evolution of the motive we
find an interesting parallel in other
forms of the lotus border on Cartha-

ginian tablets. The two borders Nos.

4 and 5 on page 107 are illustrations.

One shows the border of inverted lo-

tuses with curved sides. The other
shows a series of half ovals from which
the central calyx leaf has been dropped.
Turn these curves into straight lines

and you produce the chevron pattern.
This chevron pattern can be dated

at present to the Eleventh Dynasty in

Egypt, about 3,000 B. C. This is the
date of the mummy case of King Antef
in the British Museum, the earliest

monument known to me which ex-

hibits it, but the presumption is of

course in favor of a much higher actual

antiquity in view of the scarcity of

surviving earlier objects of any de-

scription on which patterns are found.
This motive also appears on pottery
found in Egypt (probably of foreign

make) of the Twelfth and Thirteenth

Dynasties (excavations of Naville and

Petrie).
The most remote form of the lotus

border with which I am acquainted is

that found on the Assyrian capital at

p. 109. The Assyrian base above it, as
associated with still more obvious mo-
tives on the same page, assists the
solution of the motive on the capital.
These two Assyrian pieces are the only
ones which have ever been published
of actual architectural members in

Assyrian art and are borrowed from
Place. All other instances are taken
from relief pictures.

V.

But we have not yet finished with
the protean transformations of the
common lotus border of buds and tre-

foils. We have already noticed the

Greek Doric capital showing the rib of the " leaf" as
derived from a bud.

Greek color pattern showing the rib of the " leaf" as
derived from a bud.

incision on the " leaf
"
of the leaf-and-

dart of the Erechtheium as a sur-

vival of the bud (p. 104, see also No. 6,

p. 103). On the egg moulding from
Naukratis the bud still appears in rec-
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ognizable form (p. 104 and p. 103,

Nos. 7, 9). In the flat leaf-and-dart

ornament of the Greek color patterns
the bud survives as a straight line

forming the central rib of the leaf (cuts

herewith).

leaf-and-dart, dating to the fifth cen-

tury B. C., and from no less a place
than the temple of Zeus at Olympia
(see cut below).

Greek color pattern showing the rib of the " leaf" as

derived from a bud.

Carved type of the leaf-and-dart (or leaf-and-tongue)

dating to the 4th centu-y B. C., showing the ex-

panded form of the rib as derived from a bud.

By modern architectural students

and art critics this form with a cen-

tral rib has been universally mis-

taken for a leaf. The same mistake,
as made by the Greeks themselves,

explains the whole evolution of the leaf

motive in Greek art. The Greeks of

the fifth century B. C. had already trans-

formed the simpler form mistaken for

a leaf into one of elaborated design
with serrated edges witness the border

moulding of the door of the Erechthe-

ium, which is still in position (cut here-

with.) The tell-tale dart or tongue still

Leaf-and-dart border from the door of the Erechtheium
derived from a border of trefoils and anthemions.

survives between these " leaves" to tell

the story of the lotus trefoil evolution.

In the Roman period of Greek orna-

ment the frequency of leaf borders with
intermediate tongues (p. in) testi-

fies to an earlier frequency in the
Greek originals which are not as numer-
ous in survival, but we are fortunately
able to point to a serrated leaf bor-
der with the surviving intermediate

tongue showing a derivation from the

Leaf-and-dart border found in the Pronaos of the Zeus

Temple at Olytnoia. Supposed to have belonged to

the pedestal of the hoises of Cynisca.

According to these indications the

introduction of the "acanthus leaf,"

so called, into Greek art was by way
of these leaf-and-dart borders, whose
evolution has just been described in

connection with the egg-and-dart.
The tendency to realistic and dec-

orative transformation in the direction

of the leaf motive appears also in the

anthemion as early as the time of the

Erechtheium witness the base of the

detail herewith. By the fourth cen-

Anthemion of the Erechtheium showing the introduction
of a foliage motive at the base.

tury B. C. the foliage detail had spread
over the entire motive (see p. 98, Nos.

3, 4, 5). Instances from the Roman
period like the details of p. 112

still bear the tell-tale signs of lotus

trefoil origin, and these details are,

in fact, portions of borders whose

arrangement leaves no doubt as to
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origin. The association with the an-
themion is of course convincing proof
of the traditional origin in another at-

tendant illustration (p. 99). As regards
the foliaged treatment of the spiral scroll

Lotus spiral from Thasos showing an incipient stage of
foliaged decoration.

Greco-Roman leaf and dart border. From Pompeii.

Evolution from the above type. Greco-Roman border
of Pompeii. From author's sketch.

Evolution from the above type. Greco-Roman,
cast in the Metropolitan Museum of Art

From

Counterpart to the above type, inverted. Greco-Roman
base. From cast in the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

I must reserve my remarks until the

simpler motive has itself been consid-

ered, but I introduce one illustration
here to indicate an incipient stage of
the foliaged scroll which still shows its

lotus trefoil. Later and more elabor-
ated stages on p. 105).
We come now to the Corinthian cap-

ital, whose earliest perfectly defined

example is that of the Choragic Monu-
ment of Lysicrates (334 B. C). In the

capital of the Choragic Monument the
volutes are still the essential feature of
the capital and the leaves are an after-

thought an overlay. That the Corin-

Corinthian capital of the Choragic monument of

Lysicrates.

thian capital is in these volutes an evo-

lution from the Ionic is perfectly clear

when we once grasp the fact that the

Ionic volutes were originally parted in

the Ionic capital and that their upper
line of union was a highly conventional

transformation. When capitals with

separated volutes like those of page 91

are seen not to be departures from the

traditions of the Ionic, but to be the

most exact survivals and perpetuations
of its earlier forms then the capital of

Undated capital at Jerusalem.
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Foliaged lotus from Thasos.

Foliaged lotus. Detail from a carved border in the court
of the Naples Museum. From author's sketch.

Foliaged lotus. Detail from a carved border in the court
of the Naples Museum. From author's sketch.

the Choragic Monument becomes sim-

ply a decorative elaboration of them.

We come now to the leaves of the

Corinthian capital. Were not their

prototypes found in the traditional or-

nament of the leaf-and-dart type (like
the Olympia moulding, p. no), or were

they seized off-hand from visible na-

ture ? If so, it was the first abrupt step
ever taken in Greek ornament outside

the line of traditional evolution. We
are able to fortify our position regard-

ing the Corinthian capital by an illus-

tration from Jerusalem of uncertain

date (p. in), closely analagous to the

more highly elaborated leaf-and-dart

borders.

Capital. Tower of Andronicus Cyrrhestes.

As regards another primitive form of

Corinthian capital, viz
,
that suggested

by the upper part of our illustration from
the Tower of Andronicus Cyrrhestes, in

which the leaf appears as a tongue or

rib of simple outline there is an

Foliaged lotus. Detail from Renaissance stone carving.

Egyptian basket capital ;
from Wilkinson.

Egyptian capital of the basket form
which furnishes an obvious sugges-
tion. Take the color pattern of erect

lotuses on this Egyptian capital and in-

cise it and you will produce the simple
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leaf pattern of the primitive Greek
bell capital. The spaces between the
lotuses will appear as leaves or ribs af-

ter incision of the former. There is no

surviving actual example of this Egyp-
tian capital, which is copied by Wilkin-
son from a tomb painting. I am in-

clined to lay considerable stress on this

suggestion. From this point of view
the Jewish capital already illustrated

(p. in), and its significant location in

relation to Egypt are also interesting.
The matter of this section will carry

most weight with those who are best

informed as to the gaps in the record
for original Greek architecture, and who
are best informed as to the strict lines

by which the styles of Greek decorative
art are limited according to the sequence
of periods. Although the simpler motives
are all continued in the later periods a

given amount of elaboration always
implies a given date, before which that

elaboration was unknown.

According to this sequence of evo-
lution every expert can differentiate

the art of the sixth century from that

of the fifth, the art of the fifth century
from that of the fourth, and the art of

the fourth century from the Greco-
Roman.
When this gradual evolution from

decoration in flat to higher and higher

projection ; ending in the late Roman
undercutting ;

from the plain and sim-

ple to the decorative, from the decora-

tive to the highly ornate and complex
is once grasped and understood, then

the gradual steps by which the simpler
motives of early Greek art were trans-

formed and modified into generalized
floral and foliate forms, become a part
of the axiomatic matter of the history
of art. The anthemion (p. no) of the

Erechtheium, the leaf border of the

Erechtheium and the leaf-and-dart bor-

der of Olympia (p. no) all demonstrate
the initiation of this movement a whole

century before the Corinthian capitals
of the Choragic Monument which are

the first to show an isolated and dis-

tinct so-called acanthus. Meantime
the anthemionsof the Anthenian tomb-
stones illustrate a farther advance
in the same foliating treatment (p. 98).

The leaf borders of the Greco-Roman

period, apart from the Corinthian cap-

ital are all demonstrably evolutions
from the simpler leaf-and-dart as proven
by the survival of the dart or tongue

see the illustrations of p. in.
The question then which I leave to

the expert to consider, is whether a

typical foliating treatment, more and
more serrated, more and more elaborate,

gradually penetrated into Greek art by
way of the leaf borders whose lotiform

evolution is incontestable, or whether

dft.
Proto-Corinthian capital of Aia Minor.

aside from this progressive and tradi-

tional movement the leaf of the Cho-

ragic Monument sprang into being as

the first instance of wholesale and un-

mitigated realism which Greek orna-

ment at that time could illustrate. If

the acanthus of the Corinthian capital
be really an acanthus to start with, it is

a surprising anomaly in the history of

Greek art. But a still more surprising

Proto-Corinthian capital of Phigalia ;
about 430 B. C.

thing would be that it never is an out

and out acanthus excepting when it

appears on a Corinthian capital. Its

appearance without the intermediate

tongue might be explained as one more

decorative elaboration of a lotus Ionic

evolution (for at bottom we have seen

that the Corinthian capital is Ionic).

If the acanthus sprang into being as an

independent motive, why do we not find

it independent elsewhere, aside from the

Corinthian capital? Considering the

Corinthian capital as an evolution from

the Ionic, we may assert that there is no
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case in Greek art in which an acanthus

pure and simple is found independent
of a lotus motive, and no instance out-

side the Corinthian capital (however
its leaf may be considered) in which
the motive is not a lotus motive, trans-

formed by a foliating decorative evolu-

tion. On the whole I consider the

question to be settled by the Proto-

Corinthian capital of Phigalia, which
dates a hundred years before the Chor-

agic Monument, whose leaf is evidently
the predecessor of the leaf of the Cor-

agic Monument and whose leaf is pal-

pably not an acanthus (p. 113).

Proto-Corinthian capital of Delos. From Blouet.

The capital from Delos is a very
curious and very important illustration

of Proto-Corinthian evolution. I am
doubtful whether the drawing, as made
from the broken original, would not
have been a better one if the artist had
been familiar with the form of the
double lotus, whose horns project on
either side over the central smaller leaf

breakage, or whether these curious
horns are exactly represented from the

original. In either case we have a clear
case of anticipation of the arrangement
formed on the capital from Messene
and a clear case of lotus transformation

(in the capital of Delos). The Proto-
Corinthian capital from Phigalia,

dating about a century before the

Choragic Monument, is also a highly
important piece of evidence. Its leaves

correspond, in their primitive simplicity
and lack of elaboration, to the leaf of
the Erechtheium border of about the
same date, that is of the border on the
door (pp. no, 115). The capital of

Phigalia is otherwise a clear case of

Ionic transformation, when the original
Ionic is once understood as having had

parted volutes.

I shall close this argument on the
acanthus by calling attention to the
three coping motives from Rajpootana

Proto-Corinthian capital of Messene. From Blouet.

anthemion. It is not clear to me
whether an entire double lotus has

simply been damaged by breakage and
the artist has finished off the drawing
in a rather crude way along the line of

Hindoo coping motives from Rajpootana; arranged to

show the evolution of the acanthus motive from the leaf-

and-dart.

as illustrating the evolution of the acan-

thus motive from the leaf-and-dart.

The publication from which these

motives are taken is a colossal and

astounding monument of the dominance
of Greek details in India through Mo-
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hammedan Arab and Buddhist trans- The time of the Corinthian Ordermission and for the relations of India after 330 B. C. was the time of opu-with the Greek States of Bactria.* We lence and luxury and decorative elabora-
wi 11, however, consider these motives tion. It is consequently the time inwithout reference to their interest as

being from India and as we should if

they were actually themselves Greco-
Roman, for in Greco-Roman art they all

have their exact counterparts. The evo-
lution which these motives represent is a
clear one

;
the survival of the simpler

motive besides the elaborate outcome is

already familiar to us. These three bor-
ders represent the evolution which took
place in Greek art during the fifth and
fourth Centuries B. C., and are all per-

TyPical b rder of anthemion and lotuses. From

petuations of motives dating from that
time for which we are able to show
counterparts and equivalents within
the limits of that time.

Although the transformation effected
is a somewhat obscure one on account
of the deficiency of a large number of
monuments of the original
period we are able to say that
there are two elements to be
considered in this evolution :

First, the lotus border with
anthemions is an important
factor, as represented by
the Erechtheium door border

(Pv5).
I have repeated here the

Evolution from the type above. From Thasos.

ft

Evolution from the type above. Door moulding of the Erechtheium.

illustration of this Erechtheium >,- **
border in order to connect it with ^

j\a slightly antecedent stage of evo-
lution as represented by a border
from the Island of Thasos. I do
not claim an earlier date for the

,<Mol

f̂fi
s, KJ

f^r \lt>\YL 1

Thasos border, I only point out \
* ^ 'Kx^ 1) \ I

fHKflKrvftvWrfc,
imiKtii

man. From cast in the-

that its original ancestor pre-
cedes in evolutionary order the
Erechtheium border.
The " acanthus

"
developed from

i i * f
, | Evolution from the type above. Greco-Romsuch a border of alternate lotuses Metropolitan Museum.

and anthemions. Second, the mul-
titude of simpler leaf borders in early which the acanthus phase of the
Greek art represented by the leaf-and- typical leaf was the one largely pre-
dart motive (surface or flat phase of the ferred. But side by side with it con-

egg-and-dart) assisted the evolution, tinued to subsist the more elementary
Once for all the leaf was there; how forms of the same motive, among which
far that leaf should be serrated and the egg-and-dart is not less curious and
elaborated was a question of taste and not less apparently remote from the
this taste was a question of period, original form.

I must add that most of the drawings
*Jeypore Portfolio of Architectural Details, by Jacob, within the limits of this SCCtion Were

patronage of His
prepared by Mr John W . McKccknie,Quaritch, 1890. Published ur

Highness the Maharajah of Je

under the

ypore.
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for the Grammar of the Lotus but that

its press-work was too far advanced to

allow of their use, after they were
made. I did not consequently consider
the acanthus in the Grammar of the

Lotus and therefore also omitted from
that work any mention of the Corin-
thian capital, considering that it would

be impossible to treat its otherwise

simple problem without reference to

the leaf enrichment.

My first announcement of the loti-

form origin of the acanthus leaf motive
in Greek art was made in the first Paper
of this series and this is the first pub-
lication of the proof.

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Wm. H. Goodyear.

GREEK MEUAN VASE, 7th century B. C.; Athens
; showing spiral scroll variants of the anthemion.



RAYMOND

CHAPTER XIX.

UNREST.

TT ITHERTO Raymond's curiosity about his father had
not begotten the slightest inquisitiveness concerning

his parent's appearance. Even a desire to educe by men-
tal photography a portrait, however vague, had never
troubled him. In his cogitations so far, his progenitor had
been for him merely a vague personality, the centre of

an unpleasant, dubious set of facts. His mother's persist-
ent reticence about the past, at the time the boy's mind was

furnishing itself with its beginnings, joined to the fact that

when curiosity concerning his parent was evoked the inter-

est aroused centered itself violently in a certain set of

actions rather than in the man partly accounted for Ray-
mond's ignorance. But only partly.

For the rest, Lee willfully closed his eyes. In adopting
an attitude of hopelessness concerning his "

prospects
"

in

life, those immense possibilities which fill in a young man's

outlook until he is thirty, Raymond deliberately turned his

back on his childhood purposely exiled himself from

interest in it as one might from one's country to which

return is become not only impossible but unpleasant. But

though the door was closed in this way it remained visible,

and every glimpse of it insistently suggested that there was.

something behind it. Despite Raymond's exaggerated

sense of implication in his father's fate there was nothing

morbid in his temperament. His nature reacted ener-

getically against the demons of depression, in strug-

gling with which we all waste so much of ourselves. The
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wind, however, blows whither it listeth in the memory as in

the world and strikes some tone from whatsoever it tonch-

eth. Despite his efforts a sad fretting note rose frequently

in Raymond's ear claiming the audience he refused it. The

defeated association with Marian awakened it with painful

plaintiveness, and Pulling's off-hand suggestion that the

face now twice seen might be his father's, intensified it.

Was that ferocious, fear stricken face his father's ? Ray-
mond asked himself again and again. What was the

background to the apparition ? And of the moment and

the occasion when this inexplicable visitor thrust him-

self into an obscure corner of his mind, how much was it

possible by search to discover? Or, and the thought
occurred to Lee repeatedly as an anti-climax to his per-

plexing speculations, was this suggestion of Pulling's about

suspended memory, after all, nothing more substantial than

other vagaries with which that eccentric individual sported ?

This possibility invariably upset Raymond at the point of

determining upon action a point at which he found him-

self several times during the twenty -four hours succeeding
the conversation in the forest.

That Sunday night he tossed upon an uneasy bed, search-

ing for some firm conclusion as to the value of Pullmg's

theory. In the course of their talk Pulling had declared

emphatically that the face could be related to no ordinary

event in his career.

"The ordinary doesn't return in that extraordinary way.
Follow it up Lee, you never can tell into what strange

places this sort of business leads one. It's great fun."

Raymond was doubtful as to the amount of pure amuse-

ment investigation of this particular matter would yield him.

The old fear revived that search into the past would ulti-

mately lead him into unpleasant discoveries. He shrank

from certainty.

When Raymond called at the post-office on Monday
morning, for letters, he had succeeded somewhat in check-

ing the force of the backward drift of his thoughts and had

partly brought himself around to his former position of

sturdy acceptance of his situation as he found it, when the

following letter again cut the ground he was standing upon
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from under his feet. As soon as he saw the postmark, and
the familiar handwriting of Mr. Wart on the envelope, he
was aware that peace of mind was threatened :

" MY DEAR BOY

" The grateful news can you imagine how we have wel-
comed it ? of your whereabouts reached us this evening
in a letter from Mr. Winter. Bless him for it. I cannot
tell you how miserably empty the hours have been for us
since your departure. They are terrible, these affections,
when they turn against us and are no longer our compan-
ions, but empty-handed supplicants. The Princess' cheek
has become pale and her old sweet seriousness in which
were blent the warm, changeful colors of her life is

blanched to a white sadness which I am sure would pain
you to witness. As to the old man, for him life is again
pressing under foot the old bitter grapes.

" When we first found ourselves forsaken we agreed like

children to ' make believe
'

that you had left us for only a

little while. We said you would be back again in a short

time. Every evening the Princess came to see me and always
we soon found ourselves talking of you as though your
being out of hearing for a little was an opportunity and
excuse for freer speaking about you than usual. This fic-

tion would cheer me up, she thought ;
but though we strug-

gled to be gay with one another the attempt brought little

comfort. It did, however, bring the old man's heart so

close to her's that the two touched, and I felt how deeply
her's was beating for you. The effort at delusion came to

an end dolefully one evening when she sobbed herself to

quietness on the old sofa, confessing to me that she loved

you even in those early days in St. Michael's. I told her

everything of your past. I ventured even to speak of your
affection for her and added that you had left us because of

the past. She looked at me through her tears and cried,
' As though it mattered.' Ah ! sweet Princess, the old man
could bow himself before you to the hem of your garment.
When I showed her your last letter she begged me to per-

mit her to keep it. It will be a great wrong, my boy, if you
continue in your present course, for truly it is painful to

mark the change that is working in her you love the growth
of a sad constraint, a certain air of hopelessness.

" She was with me when Mr. Winter's letter arrived. It

chilled in places. The urgency with which he begs us to

appeal to you to return seems to indicate an obstinacy on

your part to follow your own way. Surely that cannot

be Raymond ? You must return to us. The Princess her-
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self, without saying one word to me beforehand, purchased
the ticket which I inclose in this for passage on a steamer

sailing from New York on the twentieth of next month.
When I asked her what message I should send to you with

it she answered, sadly :

" *

Only tell him to please forgive me being officious. I

bought the ticket fearing he might wish to return and not

be able to.'
" Could she say more ? Certainly I cannot add anything

to urge you homeward. Need I say the old man's
heart calls you ;

but an even greater love bids you come,
and I can only hope that its supplication will prevail should

my prayer fail. Send us one word, Raymond, and then
come to us. God bless you."

When Raymond, refolding the letter, paused for a moment
to gaze affectionately at his old friend's trembling signa-

ture, he felt conscious of the fact, without at the same time

facing it- squarely, that he had commenced to surrender.

True, he did not definitely acknowledge capitulation, it

was a matter yet to be thought of seriously. He would not

permit himself to bound in one leap to the conclusion he

foresaw. His judgment was to be forced to travel at a

slower pace than his feelings ; but, despite himself, those

feelings were ahead of his decision exulting in the posses-

sion of long deprived freedom.

Raymond was happy. He read and reread the dwarf's

letter. Each perusal intensified the melody of the love

message it contained. It seemed to chase away the old

doubts. "Why had he ever allowed himself to be so tortured

by them," he asked. "If Marian could view that past without

shrinking from it, as a sad affair, no doubt, but nevertheless

as an affair ended, surely he must have been grossly exag-

gerating his relation to it. Such consequences as it had

had for him were they not entirely of his own creating ?" He
recalled to mind that no one of the few that knew his secret

adopted the view of his position that he had taken. Mr. Far-

gus had endeavored to turn him from it as unreasonable, Mr.

Wart had done likewise, and now came Marian with an even

more personal and interested judgment to the same effect.

But might they not be wrong ? They were interested

judges. There was the danger. Our interests are capable
at all times of making ground for themselves to stand upon.
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"
I must decide for myself," thought Raymond, but at

the same time he felt that his decision was already made
;

and he was happy.
And happiness, which is to be on good terms with life and

the world in which we move, put Raymond for the rest of

the day into a delightful intimacy with his surroundings.

Ordinarily, human nature, as exhibited in Catch-On, was

genial and instructive, criiefly upon beery lines
; neverthe-

less it revealed new points for interest and sympathy under
the sunshine in the young man's eyes. Its crudity even,
which had been so depressing, became less of an irritant,

more a mere phase of the place. Raymond's discovery of a

road that promised departure from the town beautified it.

But the forest, the deep, silent forest, where the long
aisles of trees seemed to lead in every direction to green-

lit, mysterious haunts, where each step inward was
attended by a sense of withdrawal from the world to one's

own intimate self, it yielded to Raymond the finest sym-

pathy with his newly-found happiness. He passed the after-

noon wandering in the woods while his thoughts circled

about in the new prospect before him. Every sound became

suggestive and passed as a voice into the dreamy atmos-

phere of the young man's reverie, a woodpecker's staccato

hammer on a hollow tree cried "
Re-turn,"

"
Re-turn," and

a bluebird's plaintive call to its mate was ladened with his.

name.
"
Return, why not ?" was the result of his cogitations.

" The future is not all clear ;
but like a road in a fog will

it not open before me as I proceed ?"

Raymond decided that he would go to Pittsburgh and

talk the matter over with Ralph. It was Ralph's letter

that had disturbed his determination to keep the seas

between himself and Eastchester. Raymond would have

started by the train that very night for Pittsburgh

but there was the appointment with Pulling. He
had promised to be with him at six o'clock to

prepare tor the clandestine visit to the Fluke well. At

that moment Pulling, in a great state of excitement, even

for Pulling, was hunting for him everywhere. The

idea that Lee was in the forest ruminating over a love

Vol. IV. 1. 9.
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affair never occurred to Pulling, who was greatly agitated

by the news, obtained through a devious channel, that the

well would be " drilled in
"
that night.

CHAPTER XX.

AT THE FLUKE WELL.

TT was after eight o'clock when Raymond and Pulling

stole out of the boiler-shed of the Jim Crow and

entered the forest.

Every circumstance of that expedition impressed itself

so vividly upon Raymond's mind that he was able, after-

wards, to recall each successive rhythm of the changing
current of sensation with which the metaphor is scarcely

too violent he was borne along. There are moments of

mental elation when the feelings are so tense that they
almost make their own music and move as they never can

in the denser atmosphere of the ordinary to infinitely subtle

suggestions from things. The clumsy senses, usually of so

monotonous expression, then acquire an etherial sensitive-

ness and become musical strings of exquisite delicacy, so

that mere perception is a sufficient touch to set them har-

moniously vibrating.

At the starting out that evening, as Raymond entered the

forest, the cool, scented exhalations from the earth set his

pulses moving to a quicker measure. The air was instinct

with life. The sensation that every leaf was expanding
in the evening freshness was irresistible. A faint green

luminosity amid patches of darkness lingered under the

overarching branches, the last melancholy presence of the

dying twilight. Here and there in the vistas of the forest

colonnades the purpled crimson of the western sky flared

in dusky bars or burned in fire-like halo. The forest pre-

sented a sombre, solemn, grotesque air, as though the trees

imprisoned, enchanted, metamorphosed by the light were, in

the darkness and secrecy of the night, assuming one by one

their towering human forms to meet in god-like conclave.
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Once or twice a lone note of a bird filled the quiet with

sad, lingering sweetness. After a quarter of an hour's

tramp the only sounds Raymond could hear were those
that arose from his and his companion's footsteps.

Pulling had elaborated an order of tactics for the expe-
dition. He explained at the outset that to reach success-

fully the object of their nocturnal sortie it was necessary
to avoid it.

" I've been studying this business," he continued, show-

ing Raymond a hieroglyphic-like chart of his own manu-
facture. " That spot, there, is the Fluke, and that circle-
not the inner line, it's supposed to be rubbed out but the

thick one, is the boarding around the well. If we went

straight for it from this point we would walk right on to

it in full view. We couldn't slide from tree to tree without

some of those fellows getting on to us. But "
Pulling

screwed up one side of his face, a proceeding which Ray-
mond was expected to regard as a wink of intense slyness

" on the other side the off side their stockade almost

tumbles over into Little Coon Creek. I've been there

reconnoitring. It stands on the very edge of the bank,
which is about ten feet high. The whole country slopes

away from the north side of the well. My scheme is to

circle around, strike Coon Creek, then steal along the high
bank until the well is right over our heads. Then we'll

creep up and mine a hole somewhere to peep through.
See? What do you think of it ain't bad, eh? Been

working at it for a week. Come on
;
not a word. This

damn night air is like a telephone. Wish it was raining."

The forest darkened, puffs of cool air became more fre-

quent and suggested to Raymond the hurrying by of some

nocturnal wanderer. With each step forward a sense of the

mysterious deepened. It was easy to fancy as the gloom

deepened and the outline of objects became blurred against

a black background that the two were in reality descending

into the earth. Here and there where the foliage opened

and revealed the stars the heaven appeared at a greater

altitude than ordinary.

Pulling groped along in the lead. The something

uncanny and supernatural in the man never struck Ray-
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mond so forcibly as it did as he followed him almost step

for step. Not a word was spoken by either, but once or

twice when Pulling feared his companion had lost touch

with him he uttered a low breathing through his teeth, not

unlike the sighing of the wind.

After more than half an hour's tramp the pace was

necessarily slow the creek was reached. The two slid

down the bank boy fashion, the earth yielding under them,
and then began to skirt along the creek side in the direc-

tion of the well. Fortunately there were only a few inches

of water in the Coon, the bed of which was wide and tor-

tuous. Indeed, only after heavy downfalls of rain was it

ever completely covered. Still, Raymond could hear it

purling over the stones and occasionally he found himself

over his boots in water, a warning to keep a higher foot-

hold on the sloping side.

Progress in the oblique attitude thus necessitated was

particularly slow and arduous. The detour they had under-

taken made the distance to be traveled nearly three miles.

Raymond was painfully fatigued and trembling in all his

lower muscles, when Pulling came suddenly to a halt,

stopped by a faint yellow reflection of light amid the trees

high above them a few hundred yards away.

Raymond discovered that his companion had halted by

tumbling upon him. Pulling in great excitement hissed

profanity.

"Crawl," he whispered.
" Low down, keep in the dark."

Pulling dropped on to his hands and knees. Raymond
followed his example. In this way they approached the

well. Motion in the lizard fashion is anything but easy
or pleasant. The declivity of the bank perpetually
threatened an upsetting^ the tangled roots of trees and

shrubs, interwoven with climbing plants, dead leaves of

innumerable summers and fallen branches and twigs formed

painful impediments that tore the clothing and lacerated

the hands. Repeatedly the earth gave way and rolled

down into the creek. At each of these mishaps Pulling
swore violently. He was excited almost to frenzy. The
situation certainly was thrilling. As they neared the well

Raymond felt his heart beat with uncomfortable rapidity.
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There was not only a large measure of excitement in the
unusual circumstances of a midnight marauding for for-
bidden secrets, but the element of danger was also present.
Raymond knew that without hesitation or compunction
whatsoever the guardians of the Fluke well would announce
with the contents of a shotgun their discovery of any sur-

reptitious intruder. The < scouts
"
around the well were

armed, and their guardianship was not an ornamental
parade. Raymond's acquaintance with Lawler's enter-

prises of a similar character had demonstrated to him how
carefully and violently well-owners kept the curious at

arm's length from secrets of cash value. He was quite
prepared to find Pulling's expedition come to ignoble or

disastrous defeat.

But that worthy had either calculated well or was aided

by good fortune. Step by step the two spies crept along
without detection until they were within a few feet of the

stockade around the well. Pulling stopped and lay prone
along the ground in order to listen. The bank upon which

they were stretched was completely in shadow, but from
within the inclosure above them the light of the flaring gas
shot up into the trees and made a wide illuminated circle

on the forest foliage. The effect was weird, and suggested
an Indian encampment and strange midnight orgies. The
sibilant noise of steam escaping at high pressure drowned
all other sounds. The air trembled and the leaves

shivered with the vibration. The quiet forest seemed to

be listening in wonderment.

After a few minutes' pause Pulling, followed by Ray-
mond, began by cautious inches to move upward to the

inclosure. He halted suddenly a dozen times as though
warned of danger on each occasion Raymond felt his heart

leap into his throat. Not a soul was visible, however, and

the noise of the steam, which buzzed louder as they

approached it, was the only sound audible. One might
have imagined the well was deserted.

At last, by stretching up an arm, it was possible to touch

the rough boarding. Pulling signed to Raymond to find

some point of observation without moving further, while he

proceeded to the other end of the stockade. Raymond
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watched Pulling intently until he dimly saw him fix himself

in a perpendicular position a few yards beyond and raise

his head cautiously above the brink of the creek bank.

When Raymond did likewise his eyes at once caught a

thin line of light streaming from between the boarding a

couple of feet above him. It invited inspection. He found

a foothold on a projecting stone, and raising himself to the

necessary altitude peered through the crevice.

Within the inclosure all was bright as in a theatre the

great wooden tanks like huge vats, the long boiler like a

stranded locomotive straining and hissing, the complication

of iron pipes of different sizes, -some inert, others throbbing

under pressure of the steam which leaked in little mist clouds

from every joint, the long fountain of flame that rushed

with a scorching sound from the top of its iron pole,

and in the centre of the circle the guillotine-like der-

rick, suggestive of some outlandish fetish whose rites were

celebrating. Entangled amid interlacing timbers was the

"
walking-beam," resembling a huge battering-ram, nod-

ding up and down with that tireless, regular, implacable

motion which imparts to the movements of machinery a

numbing power upon the senses. Raymond counted seven

men within the inclosure. Several were clothed in yellow

oil-skin suits like seamen prepared for a strong
" sou'-

wester." They were drenched with oil, and as they moved

about in hurried motions plainly great excitement was

prevailing at the moment they reflected the ghastly bril-

liancy of the flickering light as though they were queer

amphibious fishes. The strangeness of the scene absorbed

Raymond's attention instantly. The pressure of the pur-

pose and circumstances of his visit, which a few moments

before was like the tightness of cords about him, was

relieved. He lost himself like a spectator of a play.

Clearly it was a critical moment with the actors within.

Everyone was running to and fro with the confused move-

ments of hasty preparation. Energetic gesticulations betok-

ened speech, but the steam drumming in an empty tank, a

device calculated to prevent interlopers gathering any
information by their ears, completely overwhelmed the

voices. Twice someone approached Raymond's peep-hole
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and caused him to withdraw his eye with a start that almost
threw him off his balance, and once when a door not
observed by him opened in the palings but a few paces
from where he was stationed, to admit an armed man, Ray-
mond experienced a sickly sensation of the danger of his

position. He peered in the direction of Pulling, but at first,

his eyesight dimmed by the brightness of the spectacle he
had been gazing upon, could not discover him. The doubt
followed :

" Was he alone ? Had Pulling deserted him ?"

The quietness of the forest seemed to press in upon him
on all sides and to touch him as though it were a material

thing. He shivered. Above, in the trees, the light pulsed
and wavered at times as if the violence of the uprising gas
would extinguish the flame and throw everything into dark-
ness. The topmost part of the boarding was in a faint

penumbra. Below, the air was black, save for a few points
of light that burned through the inclosure. Kneeling to

the ground Raymond peered into the darkness. After a

time he discovered, at the spot where he had seen it last,

the shadow of Pulling. Watching intently he perceived it

was a busy shadow, a shadow whose members were moving
beaver-like with intermittent moments of cessation.

"What's the fellow doing?" Raymond wondered.

"Digging?"
A hazy light suddenly shot down the bank from under

the foot of the stockade.

"Could it be that Pulling had the insane intention of

creeping into the inclosure?"

Raymond marked the opening enlarge by the expansion
of the light that passed through it. Then he clearly per-

ceived Pulling bend his head down and thrust it up into the

hole he had made.

"Fool," cried Raymond, inaudibly,
"
you'll be seen" (the

judgment, let us say, did injustice to Pulling's circumspec-

tion, for within at that spot stood a tank).

Trembling with excitement Raymond quitted his foothold,

intending to save his companion from the imminent dis-

covery he foresaw so clearly.

Before he had taken a step, to his dismay, he saw the tall
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plank that rose above Falling's head oscillate for a moment,

stagger like a drunken man, and then with a snapping of

rending timber fall outward and crash down into the

creek.

A flood of light poured out of the opening into the forest.

Raymond's first fear was concern for Pulling. Had the

falling timber injured him? Disregarding caution, which

he concluded had become useless, he cried aloud to his

companion No response came. The thought flashed

upon Raymond that Pulling had been knocked unconscious

into the creek. With a couple of bounds he reached the

spot, now brightly illuminated, at which he saw Pulling last.

He was seized instantly by two men who leaped upon
him through the opening in the inclosure. Before he could

utter a word two pair of hands like vises gripped his arms.

Raymond struggled fiercely to liberate himself.

"Let me go," he cried, breathlessly,
" my friend is hurt."

" Damn your friend and you, you skunks," screeched a

voice. "
Bring him up here. Who is it?"

The enraged speaker evidently was the commander of

the company. He stood on the brink of the declivity with

his back to the light, surrounded by the well's crew. His

features were invisible. Clothed in a black rubber coat

with a crumpled slouch hat on his head he appeared as a

dark silhouette against the flare of the gas.

Raymond's captors dragged their prisoner with brutal

energy up the bank and forced him to a foothold on the

brink, face to face with the master of the well.
" You skunking, prying devil," hissed the latter. "Let

go his hands. Who in hell are you ?"

"That's my business," replied Raymond, sullenly.

"You're business, eh? You're business! Are you prowl-

ing round here on your business, you miserable skunk ?"

" I'm not interested in your affairs. I was with my
friend and he's below there dead, for all I know."

" Serve him right. Who are you ? Damn you, tell me. I

will know."
"

I won't," cried Raymond.
" You won't !"

His inquisitor sprang at his throat and in an instant
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the tightened ftngers had almost choked him. The con-

stricted blood pulsed violently in Raymond's neck.

Raymond struggled like a drowning man for breath. He
freed himself for a second, and as he did so the light shone
full into the face of his antagonist.

// was the face he had already seen twice as an apparition.

The eyes shone into his, bright like copper, and with mur-

derous ferocity. The distended veins on the forehead were

like cords. The visage was purple with apoplectic rage.

The high stockade and the forest the actual background
of the scene vanished from Raymond's sight and was

replaced by a large gas-lit room, the high windows of

which were closely draped with heavy yellow curtains that

were suspended under dark wood cornices with deep val-

ances. Every detail of the furnishing of the apartment
flashed into view the marble fireplace with the great gilt

glass over it, the bright steel fender around the grate, the

ample expanse of carpet, dotted with patterns of big

bunches of flowers, the chairs upholstered in yellow stuff,

the pictures with their gold frames hung on the walls by

heavy red cords, the huge wardrobe with a looking glass in

the door of it, and the dressing table covered with china

articles.

Standing before him and towering above him was a man

dressed, not in a black waterproof, but in a light suit, whose

terrified and ferocious face, peering into his, was the face

which the light of the hissing gas had revealed to him that

moment.

Then he heard, like a cry in a dream :

" Pitch him into the creek."

The room and the face were suddenly extinguished in

darkness.
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CHAPTER XXI.

THE SEARCH COMMENCED.

A 11 7"HEN consciousness returned Raymond found himself

in bed in one of the scantily-furnished rooms of the

Catch-On House. The process of awakening was slow. It

was like an emergence into the daylight, attended at the first

stage by only dim perception of strange surroundings indis-

tinct outlines of dark furniture and hazy sunlight stream-

ing in through a bare window followed by more emphatic

impressions that aroused the mind to questioning. Sensa-

tions of fever and thirst succeeded, then dull, hot pains
and a sense of exhaustion.

"What can I get for you, Lee? There, don't move
about."

The voice was Pulling's.

Raymond endeavored to utter his friend's name as token

of recognition, but the sound died in the intent.
" Don't try to talk. You're all right, except in one

or two small particulars. Let me arrange your pil-

lows so. That feels cooler, doesn't it.? Doze off again.

You've got to sleep and eat for a fortnight, and you'll be

all right."

Drowsiness again enveloped Raymond like a fog, and he

heard nothing more of Pulling's whispering.
The term that Pulling had set for Raymond's convales-

cence coincided very closely to the period actually necessary
for his recovery. It was nearly two weeks before he was

firmly on his feet again.

"Say, Pulling, what was it that happened at the Fluke?"

was one of Raymond's first inquiries as soon as his curiosity

endeavored to re-establish relations between the present
and that Monday night's experiences in the forest.

[<

They pitched you into the creek and you struck head

first on a boulder," replied Pulling, laconically.

He was "
getting up copy

"
for the Eye and was writing as

usual with great impetuosity and an extravagant expendi-
ture of ink, at a bare pine table placed in front of the only
window in Raymond's narrow room.
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"Where were you?"
"In the creek." Pulling made a stab at the ink bottle.

He was intent at that moment upon "copy "and in no
mood for conversation. Had it not been for Raymond's
pale face in the chair opposite him his impatience would
have exploded loudly. Raymond did not notice how busily
occupied Pulling was. His own eyes were turned inward
upon the scene at the Fluke well, and with an invalid's sel-

fish indifference to the circumstances of others, he con-
tinued:

" Did that falling timber hit you ?"
"
No-p."

"
I was sure it had fallen on you."

"It fell over me."

"How did you manage to get away before those two
brutes could jump on you ?"

"Slid down the bank."
" Then you saw what went on up above ?"

"Yah."
But Pulling couldn't stand the interruption any longer ;

besides, the deeper Raymond probed into the events of

that particular night the greater became the temptation for

Pulling to discuss them. At last, dropping his pen, he

turned around abruptly to Raymond :

"
But, Lee, what happened to you ? I saw you and that

tall fellow in the slouch hat close in on one another, then

you reeled as though you were drunk and suddenly col-

lapsed. Must have given those chaps an awful scare

thought you were dead, I believe pitched you like a log
into the creek right where I was. But, gum ! didn't the Eye
give it to them, next issue. Wait 'till you see the story-
three columns. 'Outrage upon an Eye reporter when seek-

ing news in the Public's interest. Thugism in the woods.'

That's the keynote of it. Made you a hero. You wouldn't

know yourself. I had you tackle six * Hessian hirelings,'

that's the phrase I rubbed into them goqd, eh ? knock two

of them down and were downed yourself only by a blow

from behind. Lawler's immensely pleased. He's got his

land, and the Eye had a complete 'beat
'

on the Fluke mys-

tery. Great, wasn't it?"
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"I don't know."
" Don't know ? Say, Lee, you'll never make a newspaper

man," said Pilling sadly.
" You haven't got the journalistic

faculty. But what I've been wanting to get at is what over-

came you when you were tussling with that fellow."

" That face which I have told you of suddenly reap-

peared to me, but with astonishing vividness. In fact, it

was so 'present
'

that I don'c know whether the features I

saw were those of the fellow who seized me by the throat,

or of my visionary visitor."

" You don't say ! That's interesting. I knew something

must have happened to you. It was the face you've seen

before, eh ?"

"
Yes, the same, but with some changes which I can't

quite describe. Besides, this time the entire man was visible

and not his countenance only. He stood in front of me so

that I could see him from head to foot. Even the texture

of his skin was apparent. Had he not a light suit on I

would say positively it was the man who had hold of me."
" To be sure, the chap who had hold of you had a black

rubber coat on. I remember distinctly."

Pulling's voice was rising with excitement.
"
Moreover," continued Raymond,

" we were both in a

large, gas-lit room, the walls and furniture of which were

plainly visible. You know on former occasions I saw noth-

ing but the fellow's face."
"
Yes, yes. Say, Lee, give me a description of everything

in detail. Let me get it all down on paper with a diagram.
I'm damned if this ain't interesting."

Pulling seized a pad of paper and jotted down with great

eagerness Raymond's account of the visionary chamber and

its contents.

"Go on, what else ?" Pulling reiterated whenever Ray-
mond paused in his story.

"You have every detail now that I can think of," said

Raymond finally, and then Pulling sat back in his chair and

read aloud what he had written, pausing here and there to

add a word necessary for clearness or connection.
"

It's photographic. Lee, you must have seen this room.

You don't get things down quite so fine in dreams. Besides,
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the furniture and get-up of the room is old-fashioned. It's

all in the style of twenty years ago."
" Not only have I no memory of ever having been in such

a room," said Raymond,
" but save by breaking into some

house, I don't know where I could look to to find such a

room. Then, too, there's the man. I have never seen any
one like him. The people I have ever known I can count
on my fingers, and their faces are as familiar to me as

yours."

"Well," said Pulling, "then it must be as I said the

other day, your memory is yielding up some ghost of your
childhood."

"
Perhaps, but my memory is clear about everything as

far back as, well, say my third year."
" You think so, but how do you know ? Is there any one

living well acquainted with your infancy ?"

"Ye s, one person, I think, a Scotch woman, my
nurse."

" Good. I have it ! Why not send her this descrip-
tion and ask her if she can recognize the room and the

man."

Raymond hesitated. He trembled at the idea of making a

test that might confirm suspicions that had troubled him

sufficiently of late.

" What's the use, Pulling ? If I were to trouble myself
about every vivid dream I have I might as well turn psychol-

ogist at once."
" Pshaw. No one's asking you to turn anything. We're

not talking about your dreams, but of this particular and,

you will admit, peculiar visitation or vision, or whatever you
choose to call it. What's the old woman's address. Let

me send this description to her. Bet yer you wont call it a

dream after you have heard from her. See if my theory

isn't right. Now, don't be obstinate, like Lawler."

Raymond hesitated.

"What harm can the inquiry do?" persisted Pulling.
"
Perhaps, though," he added,

"
you have some reason for

objecting."
"
No, no," said Raymond, quickly, unwilling to acknowl-

edge even to himself that his disinclination sprang from
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anything more than the idea that Polling's plan was an

idle one.

"Well, then, sail in. I'll write for you if you'll dictate."

"All right," said Raymond, reluctantly.
"

It's a foolish

business. However, the letter will have to go to East-

chester. Address it to Isaac Wart, to be forwarded. I don't

know where Mrs. Stewart is living."

The letter that went out in the mail that evening read as

follows :

'* MY DEAR FRIEND

" Your letter and its inclosure reached me a few weeks

ago. It is still unanswered, partly because I have been ill.

I am not quite myself yet, and this note is written by a

friend who is so kind as to play amanuensis for me. Don't

worry, however, about me. The worst is over, and in a few

days I shall be quite myself again. I will then write you
about my plans for the future, and in that way will answer

your last. Don't think me unkind if for the present I say
nothing about what I know is uppermost in your wishes.

You almost tempt me to surrender, dear old friend, but not

quite. What I want you to do for me now is this : Ask the

Princess to be kind enough to find from Mr. Fargus the

present address of my old nurse, Mrs. Stewart, and then
send the letter which is inclosed to her, and her answer,
when it is received, to me. As I cannot say all I want to

say to you at present I will say nothing beyond promising
you a long letter and much news in my next, which I will

send you when I receive Mrs. Stewart's reply. I would like

to tell you to remember me to the Princess, but I fear I

had better not. However, give my love to Mrs. Finn and

Mag, and, if you can, still think kindly of

Yours Unworthily."
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CHAPTER XXII.

MARIAN'S LETTER.

T3 AYMOND had completely recovered from his mishap*^ and had surrendered himself again to the empty
dawdling existence of Catch-On correspondent of the

Weekly Eye before an answer to the foregoing letter

reached him from the other side. The dread of painful

discoveries, of reaching at last that final certitude concern-

ing his father's crime which he had hitherto obstinately
shunned and which had troubled him for a few days after

the letter was mailed had passed quite into the background
of his thoughts when an envelope with the Eastchester

postmark revived it again in an instant.

The address was in a woman's handwriting, unknown to

Raymond. He weighed the letter in his hand, questioning
whether it was best to open it.

"Why not tear it up," he pondered,
" and not jeopard by

what is after all an idle curiosity the present tranquility?"
He thrust the envelope into his pocket and wandered

along the road towards Welltown.

It was midday. The fierce summer sun was scorching
the dusty road. The still air was heavy with furnace-like

heat. The grass and tangled foliage by the wayside were

gray with dust which rose in puffs under the footsteps and

filled the mouth with a parched gritty taste. The
monotonous chirruping song of the crickets and locusts, so

dry that ore could easily fancy it was the heat -becoming

audible, was the only sound that the sun had not silenced.

Raymond tramped along until the sunshine made his

eyes blink, and the burr of the insects and^the throbbing

of the heat seemed to have got into his head. The green

shade of the silent woods was too inviting to be resisted.

He turned off from the highway through a wide opening

amid the trees and threw himself down on the brown-matted

floor under a big pine.

The solitude forced his attention again to the letter. As

he inspected the envelope the strange handwriting not only
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tempted curiosity but seemed to taunt him with cowardice.

The solitude gave him a sense of secrecy, suggested that

the letter once read could be destroyed without anybody

being the wiser of
" Of what ?" cried Raymond aloud. " How I persist in

frightening myself with shadows."

He tore open the envelope and turned at once to the

signature. The letter was from Marian :

" DEAR MR. LEE

" Mr. Wart gave me your letter the other day with the

inclosure it contained, and now when it can be answered

begs me to write to you, which I am very happy to do, par-

ticularly if the news I send shall prove to be of any real

use or comfort to you. We are, of course, quite in the dark
as to its purport. I obtained, as you desired, the address
of Mrs. Stewart from Mr. Fargus and then went myself to

see the old lady, who is living comfortably with relatives

in a little white stone cottage on the outskirts of Hastings.
She was so delighted everybody is so delighted to hear of

you. I gave her your letter. While reading it she exclaimed

frequently,
' Well ! Well!' and when it was ended she

turned to me much agitated and asked :

* How did he learn

all this, Miss Pilgrim?' I was not aware of even the con-
tents of your letter, but had I been I could not, of course,
have answered her. 'Why,' she said, 'this is his father's,
bedroom in the old home, and the gentleman he describes is

Mr. Ayres. How did he come by the knowledge, Miss? He
was but a wee baby at the time.' Then she read me your
letter, and her answer to it is, in short, what I have just
stated.

u
I hope you will not be displeased, but I must confess

to you that Mr. Wart has told me everything about that

unhappy event which occurred in your early childhood; and
now that I have told you this, may I add that I sympathize
with you more deeply than 1 can say, for I know how
greatly you have suffered for a human error which I am
sure God's justice will rectify in ways that we cannot
divine. Mrs. Stewart went over the sad story with me.
There is no doubt that the room you described in your
letter was your poor father's bedroom where you frequently
slept when a boy, and the man, a Mr. Ayres, a friend of

your father's, who was with him on that terrible night of

tragedy. Mrs. Stewart said, furthermore, that in her

judgment the evidence this Mr. Ayres gave reluctantly at

the trial was fatal. Of course that is but an opinion.
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"I hope this information is as full as you desired. If
there is anything more you want to know, or if there is

anything we can do for you do write to Mr. Wart. The
poor old gentleman misses you greatly. I wish I could
prevail upon you to return. Eastchester is a small place I

know, but I am sure it holds your affections, and are we
not happiest where they are ? The old bells that you used
to listen to and said were so solemn and melancholy
because they gave voice to the silent yearnings and sad'-

ness of the people that lived 'beneath them are chiming
forth as I write. I am sure they would not have quite so

plaintive a note for your friends were you here.

"Your friend always,
" MARIAN PILGRIM."

CHAPTER XXIV.

DISCOVERY.

PITTSBURGH is not a city that promises the visitor as

he approaches it great satisfactions other than

those rooted in the pecuniary instinct and, afterwards,

when he penetrates into it, it does not disclose itself with

delightful surprises. It is throughout a very sordid look-

ing town. Its grimy buildings and its sooty atmosphere
seem to be, in the one case the physical expression, and in the

other the lugubrious exhalation of hard purpose. As the

stranger wanders through the narrow streets he runs so

frequently into the whirr of machinery and revolving belt-

ing, and at the same time catches so many glimpses through

foggy broken windows, of the sparkling blaze of forges,

that the thought comes not unnaturally to him that the town

moves by machinery, and its inhabitants even are attached

somehow to fly wheels and running gear and are forged

with, fire into relationship with one another.

Early in the morning of the day following the event

spoken of in the last chapter, Raymond passed out of the

sooty sheds known locally as the Pennsylvania Depot (pro-

nounced Dee-po) and set his steps in the direction he had

been instructed to take to find Ralph's home. He had to

Vol IV. 1. 10.
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proceed against the morning tide of humanity making for

office and factory, and on the way his reflections took a som-

bre cast from the foggy air in which the morning sun was

visible only as a yellow haze, from the sad-looking smoke-

stained buildings and the hurrying preoccupied crowds.

He had determined to find Ralph's house afoot, because the

hour was early and he feared a prompt arrival at the Win-

ter mansion would be untimely. Mr. Winter lived not in

Pittsburgh but across the river in Alleghany.

"When you get over the bridge any one will direct you,"

he was told.

Across the bridge, however, he went astray, either

through misdirection or misunderstanding. For a time he

wandered aimlessly along quiet, empty streets, lined with

stiff, sober red brick houses, trim and polished and lined up

as on parade, seeking a clue to his destination at the street

corners. But the names on the street lamps and house

walls were foreign to him and gave no indication of Farra-

gut avenue. He met a cheery old gentleman leaving his

doorstep and inquired the way of him.

"Do you know the north when you see it?" asked the

old gentleman, loudly. He was hard of hearing, but turned

his ear and inclined his head hospitably to Raymond's ques-

tion.
"
Well, my friend, right about face. That is north.

Now, then, two blocks to the right and you are on Far-

ragut avenue
;
and No. 904 lies north. You will discover

how many blocks. A good walk, but not too much for a

strapping young man like you. Tell Mr. Winter that old

Paul Sutter directed you. You see I know 904. Good-day.
You are welcome."

Farragut avenue is the plutocratic thoroughfare in Alle-

ghany. Except at one end, where it touches the river and

is socially polluted, none but the very rich reside in it. To
have one's home "on the avenue" is among Pittsburghers

an indubitable certification that one has attained the .con-

dition of American beatitude millionaireship. On Sundays,
after divine worship, the multitude promenade there, ren-

dering processional homage to Mammon. It must be pleas-

ant to watch the crowd bask in one's financial effulgence,

and by those who can afford the luxury the pleasure of
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witnessing the moving spectacle from an invisible outlook

behind drawing-room curtains is accounted one of the

advantages of "
living on the avenue."

The street was very quiet when Raymond entered it. An
occasional tradesman's cart, a whistling messenger boy
drumming a stick from post to post of the palings as he

passed them by, and a gentleman strolling a block ahead

in the direction he was going, were the only signs of anima-

tion Raymond's eye encountered. The houses along the

way detached, surrounded with trim lawns intersected

by orderly gravel drives and walks, constructed the greater

number of them of a pale white stone wore with their

refulgent, obtrusive thick plate-glass windows decked with

precise lace draperies, a stark, outward, ostentatious

expression. Clearly the builders of them had an eye on the

street. They were architectural too, if elaborateness that

amounts to a statement of cost impressed upon each

fagade be architecture. Despite the deadly facility of the

Renaissance for such purposes or, perhaps more strictly

speaking, because of it, the monotony of the architectural

exuberance became tiresome long before Raymond had

counted his way north to No. 904.

He proceeded along the avenue slowly. A few steps

after he had noted the number 868 inlaid in a particularly

rich stained-glass transom over a heavy oak door, he

found himself passing by the gentleman who had been

sauntering ahead of him. As Raymond approached him

the young man's idle attention was attracted cursorily to

his closely-fitting suit of fine gray cloth, his broad

shoulders, erect carriage and military step. His head

inclined slightly toward the ground indicated that he was

busy with his thoughts. Raymond paused for a minute or

two before passing him, deterred by disinclination to offer

his own back to scrutiny similar to that which he had given

the stranger's, but the thought of the silliness of acting from

such a consideration quickened his pace. As he passed the

stranger he threw a quick, careless glance at his face.

There could be no doubt of what he saw the face was

the one he had seen at the Fluke well and on two other occa-

sions prior to that night's painful experience.
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He halted suddenly, and to hide his excitement turned

himself toward the nearest house as though to inspect it.

The stranger, who apparently did not notice the abrupt

manoeuvre, continued his way. For a moment Raymond had

to struggle for breath. Every drop of blood in his

body pulsed violently. He stared blankly at the building

in front of him and tried to collect his thoughts, but the

result was only a blurred sensation of confusion. Moved

by a blind desire to speak to the stranger Raymond hurried

after him. Action helped Lee to think. What could he say
to the man ? he asked himself. The urgency of the question
was painful, for he soon arrived within a few paces of the

stranger, but could find no answer. Could Puiling's surmise

be correct and the visionary face he had seen be that of the

murderer ? Then, was the man before him the Mr. Ayres
whom his old nurse had declared was the person described

in the letter he had dictated to Pulling? These questions
flashed across Raymond.
The next instant, just as he was about to accost

the stranger he was surprised to see him turn quickly
from the street and ascend the steps of a large brick

house, which he entered with a latch key. The door

had scarcely closed behind him when Raymond, who fol-

lowed after barely a moment's hesitation, rang the bell.

The door was promptly reopened by a maid. Raymond was
in a speechless condition. He stepped into the vestibule

and stood there in awkward confusion. The girl surveyed
him and then smiled familiarly.

"You're from the Oil Region?" she asked, in a soft Irish

brogue.

"Yes," replied Raymond, in surprise. "I want to

see...."
"
Step in," said the girl, closing the door behind him.

" Hasn't Mr. Vogel come with you ? This way. You're to

please take a seat in the library."

She ushered Raymond into a long, dark room, at the

further end of which was a low, wide bay window that

overlooked stables and the rear yards of houses on the

street beyond. Raymond scarcely had time to seat himself

in one of the heavy leather chairs and give a glance at the
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massive mahogany bookcases, the regular lines of volumes
in which had more of an ornamental than a working air,
when he heard the footsteps of the master of the house

descending the stairs.

Raymond had .arrived at a vague decision to trust to acci-

dent and the inspiration of the moment to prompt him as to

what to say in the coming interview. He arose to his feet.

"You are very late this morning, Vogel."
It was the voice ot the man in the slouch hat whom Ray-

mond had encountered at the Fluke well.

The speaker uttered these words at the threshold of the

door. The next moment he was facing Raymond. Beyond
any doubt it was the master of the well.

" Pardon me," he cried, embarrassed slightly, observing
a stranger before him. "I have been expecting some one,
and supposed you were he. The servant didn't give me
your name. Pray be seated. What can I do for you ?"

The speaker's manner, after the momentary hesitation,
was frank and easy, that of a man of the world quite sure

of himself. Raymond detected a slight English accent to

his speech.
" My call," began Raymond, slowly feeling his way

forward and struggling with an unconquerable trembling,
"

is is very unexpected."
"
Yes," assented the master of the house, eyeing his

young visitor from beneath a gathering frown. " May I

ask your name ?"

"
Raymond Brewer."

The frown vanished, and was replaced by a look of

startled expectancy.
" Brewer ? Brewer ?"

Despite the tone of inquiry, the repetition of the name

conveyed to a sensitive ear the faintest indication of recog-

nition.

"I do not know you, sir," he added sternly.
"

I am aware of it," said Raymond.
"

I have come from

England. Your name is Ayres, is it not ?"

The man's face, naturally rubicund, became purple and

ashen, and he leaned a clenched fist for support on the

table by which he was standing. The affrighted look in his
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eyes, far from intimidating, emboldened Raymond to pro-

ceed. He felt that he was pressing towards the truth, and

that Pulling's conjectures were correct.

" I have come to see you," continued Raymond,
" about

the murder of Noble."

A cry, partly despair, partly rage, rang through the

house.

"It's a lie."

In an instant the man recovered himself.

" How dare you enter my house to insult me," he roared,

advancing toward Raymond, who stepped forward deter-

minedly, flushed with the conviction that his father's vindi-

cation was at last possible.
" Leave the house instantly, or I'll have you arrested,"

cried the master.

There were sounds of hurrying feet in the hall.

"
No," cried Raymond, exultantly. "Don't talk of arrest.

You are the . . . .

"

"
Father, what's the matter ?" cried some one as the door

was flung wide open.
" For God's sake, hush," the master suddenly implored of

Raymond.
The supplication was unnecessary. Speech was impos-

sible to Raymond. In the doorway, gazing in surprise at

the two, stood Ralph.
" Father ! Raymond !" he cried, advancing toward them.

"Why, what is this? Raymond, Raymond, what has

happened."

Ralph seized Raymond's hand. Raymond broke down.

The awful situation he was in was clear to him.
"
Nothing, Ralph, nothing," he murmured. "I came to

see you and and didn't announce myself, you see. Am
sorry for the mistake, Ralph. I have been sick lately,"

he cried, piteously.
"

I want air. I must get outside."

Winter, Sr., stood rigid as a man petrified. Ralph put
his arm tenderly around Raymond.

" Sit down, old fellow. You're ill."

"No, no," cried Raymond, pushing his way into the hall.

"I must get out."

The next minute he was in the street. Ralph was beside
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him, hurrying to keep up with his rapid pace.
"
Ray, what

is the matter, old fellow?" cried Ralph. "Halt for a
minute. You are terribly excited. Come home and rest.

Where are you going to?"
"
Anywhere. Oh ! Oh !" Raymond bit his lips in pain.

"
I must get out of here. I must take the next train to

Catch-On. Help me, Ralph," he implored.
"
Help you, old fellow, of course. But "

" Don't question me for a minute, Ralph." He turned

suddenly to his friend. " Run back will you first and tell

your father I am sorry for my mistake. Tell him that you
and I are friends. Return quick. I'll wait for you here."

" You are making too much of some little error, Ray.
Come back with me. Father will understand."

"
No, Ralph. Hurry. I am in pain and must get back

to Catch-On."

Ralph couldn't comprehend his friend's strange mood,
and as he could not persuade him from his course he

returned docilely with the message for his father.

CHAPTER XXV.

But the best is when we pass from out them,
Cross a step or two of dubious twilight
Come out on the other side, the novel,

Silent, silver lights and darks undreamt of,

Where I hush and bless myself with silence.

r
I ^HE long, sweet English twilight was yielding its last

^
fragrances and shadows and quieting sounds. The

yellow rays of the lights in the Priory windows were steal-

ing further and further along the darkening lawn. It had,

indeed, grown quite obscure under the old apple tree where

the summer seats were. The voices of the speakers had

dropped into hushed tones in harmony with the evening
silence.

"Ralph wouldn't leave me until the steamer was almost

in motion. He insisted on my returning to you all," said

Raymond.
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" Poor fellow," murmured Marian, pensively.
"

It seems

so long ago the day that I met him first."

Then she asked :

" So he has no suspicion regarding what really happened
between you and his father?"

"None."

A long pause followed. Then Raymond asked :

"
Now, Marian, that you know all, tell me frankly, do

you believe I did right ? The responsibility at times seems

more than I can deal with."

A hand was placed gently upon Raymond's as for com-

fort.

"Ray, dear, don't doubt. Friendship didn't lead you

astray ;
it only helped you to do the higher duty. What

greater obligation can you owe to your father than to do

Christ's uttermost command to forgive and judge not? Oh,

Ray, isn't it lovely to have turned away from man justice,

which is such an imperfect and selfish measuring out of

pains and penalties to God's mercy, which I am sure is to

understand and forgive."
" And you are satisfied with me, Marian ?"

"
Ray, I love you ;

don't doubt any more."

THE END.


